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Emotion AI, or AI that claims to infer emotional states from various data sources, is increasingly deployed in
myriad contexts, including mental healthcare. While emotion AI is celebrated for its potential to improve care
and diagnosis, we know little about the perceptions of data subjects most directly impacted by its integration
into mental healthcare. In this paper, we qualitatively analyzed U.S. adults’ open-ended survey responses (n =
395) to examine their perceptions of emotion AI use in mental healthcare and its potential impacts on them as
data subjects. We identify various perceived impacts of emotion AI use in mental healthcare concerning 1)
mental healthcare provisions; 2) data subjects’ voices; 3) monitoring data subjects for potential harm; and
4) involved parties’ understandings and uses of mental health inferences. Participants’ remarks highlight
ways emotion AI could address existing challenges data subjects may face by 1) improving mental healthcare
assessments, diagnoses, and treatments; 2) facilitating data subjects’ mental health information disclosures;
3) identifying potential data subject self-harm or harm posed to others; and 4) increasing involved parties’
understanding of mental health. However, participants also described their perceptions of potential negative
impacts of emotion AI use on data subjects such as 1) increasing inaccurate and biased assessments, diagnoses,
and treatments; 2) reducing or removing data subjects’ voices and interactions with providers in mental
healthcare processes; 3) inaccurately identifying potential data subject self-harm or harm posed to others with
negative implications for wellbeing; and 4) involved parties misusing emotion AI inferences with consequences
to (quality) mental healthcare access and data subjects’ privacy. We discuss how our findings suggest that
emotion AI use in mental healthcare is an insufficient techno-solution that may exacerbate various mental
healthcare challenges with implications for potential distributive, procedural, and interactional injustices and
potentially disparate impacts on marginalized groups.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The United States mental healthcare system is facing growing crises including providers unable to
meet demand for mental healthcare services [88, 137, 170] and mental health resources remaining
inadequate and unaffordable [36, 74]. These crises disparately impact communities marginalized
along dimensions of gender, race, and mental health status [96, 154, 157, 176, 185, 195, 200]. Mean-
while, patients, particularly those with marginalized identities, may experience prejudice and
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bias in their interactions with providers and the healthcare system writ large [155], and medical
gaslighting, where providers dismiss patients’ concerns and privilege biomedical expertise over
patients’ lived experiences [7]. Even in times of crisis, patients often endure long wait times for
diagnoses and treatments [4]. Diagnoses themselves are often inaccurate and embedded with
(mis)conceptions of race, class, and gender, impacting subsequent treatment plans [9, 155]. For
example, Black children are more likely than white children to be diagnosed with Oppositional
Defiant Disorder (ODD) than Attention-Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD), leading to disparate
treatment plans and outcomes [9, 155]. Attempts to improve the state of mental healthcare include
the design, development, and deployment of nascent technologies, including e-health applications
or “digital therapeutics” [53], teletherapy platforms [60, 78, 128], chatbots [110], virtual reality
applications [110], and video games [110].
Among these mental health technologies are applications enabled by emotion artificial intelli-

gence (henceforth referred to as “emotion AI”), a class of technology that attempts to automatically
infer human emotion and interact accordingly [91, 101, 133]. Emotion AI applies a range of affective
computing and artificial intelligence techniques to various data inputs (e.g., facial expressions,
voice, gait, text, biosignals, online behavior) [120, 121, 165] to “sense, learn about, and interact
with human emotional life” [121]. While the emotion AI research landscape includes advanced
technologies that artificially simulate machine emotions [166], much of the commercially-available
emotion AI-enabled mental healthcare applications often leverage “simplistic data science rather
than sophisticated AI” [100] to infer and respond to human emotion.
The application of emotion AI to healthcare is purported to benefit the domain by increasing

access to care, [168], improving diagnostic tools [103], and providing faster diagnoses through
augmented or automated decision-making processes [100]. Examples of emotion AI in mental
healthcare abound, and the market for emotion AI technologies continues to grow [124]. For
example, the software Ellipsis offers integrations to healthcare providers that use deep learning to
analyze patient speech patterns and bio-signals to detect and monitor depression, anxiety, and signs
of emotional distress [110]. Similarly, Twill offers an app to healthcare providers that monitors
patients’ emotional states to personalize its wellbeing interventions [103]. Other emotion AI-
enabled mental health technologies include wellbeing interventions with more specific therapeutic
targets such as harm prevention [157].

Alongside its promise to improve care, integrating emotion AI into mental healthcare carries risks
of adverse consequences to those subjected to the technology. Prior work investigating emotion AI
in other contexts (e.g., social media, education, workplace) has identified potential harms associated
with its use including individual and societal risks [5], discrimination against marginalized groups
[41, 157], privacy intrusion [5, 19, 159, 190], and inadequate and unethical oversight [29, 30].

While potential harms may follow emotion AI use in mental healthcare, its development, design,
and implementation is generally driven and promoted by privileged parties [6, 30, 31, 123, 193] (i.e.,
clinical practice decision-makers and technologists [100]) – largely excluding the perspectives and
participation of the relevant social groups (i.e., patients as data subjects) targeted by the technology
and thus most vulnerable to its impacts [17, 96, 154, 157, 176, 185, 200]. Yet, a relational ethics
[17, 41] perspective positions patients as best equipped to recognize potential harms associated with
emotion AI in healthcare, which may otherwise go unnoticed by decision-makers and technologists
in more privileged positions. Patients’ perspectives can illuminate if and what impacts patients
might anticipate from emotion AI use in mental healthcare, and whether proposed emotion AI
uses [52, 72, 100, 119, 157, 164, 179] are considered beneficial to patients themselves. Ultimately,
understanding patients’ perspectives can inform future emotion AI development and deployment,
or alternatives to this technology, within the mental healthcare domain. The present study centers
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the voices of patients as the data subjects1 who would be directly vulnerable to impacts of emotion
AI in mental healthcare to address the following research question:

• How do data subjects perceive emotion AI to impact their mental healthcare?
As part of a larger study, we surveyed U.S. adults and analyzed a subset of responses (n =

395), partly representative of the U.S. population and oversampled for marginalized groups (i.e.,
people of color, gender minorities, and people with current or past-lived experience with mental
illness) who may be at more risk of harm and disparate treatment as a result of emotion AI use
in healthcare [123, 154, 157, 176, 185, 200]. Participants first answered factorial vignette-based
questions derived from various purported uses of emotion AI and other related automatic emotion
recognition systems in healthcare [52, 72, 100, 119, 157, 164, 179]. After considering their comfort
levels to these scenarios, participants then answered open-ended questions regarding what benefits,
harms, undesired impacts, or concerns, if any, they perceived to surface from emotion AI use in
healthcare broadly. Our study design for these open-ended questions was intentionally broad to
allow participants to conceptualize the impacts most meaningful to them. Participants consistently
responded with perceived impacts of emotion AI to mental healthcare specifically. This paper uses
data collected via these open-ended questions to address our research question.
Informed by potential emotion AI uses suggested in vignettes, participants acknowledged how

emotion AI could impact data subjects when used to address existing mental healthcare-related
issues, including 1) improving mental healthcare assessments, diagnoses, and treatments; 2) facili-
tating data subjects’ mental health information disclosures; 3) identifying potential data subject
self-harm or harm posed to others; and 4) increasing involved parties’ understanding of mental
health. Yet, participants anticipated such applications to negatively impact data subjects’ mental
healthcare by 1) increasing inaccurate assessments, diagnoses, and treatments along with providers’
biases; 2) reducing or removing data subjects’ voices and interactions with providers in mental
healthcare processes; 3) inaccurately identifying potential data subject self-harm or harm posed to
others with implications for negative wellbeing effects; and 4) involved parties misusing emotion
AI inferences with negative consequences to (quality) mental healthcare access and privacy.

We situate these findings that our speculative methods surfaced regarding the manifold implica-
tions of emotion AI use in mental healthcare (e.g., [5, 41, 157–159, 173, 190]) to argue that emotion
AI development and integration in mental healthcare is a proposed techno-solution [67, 109] to
the various challenges persisting within this high-stakes domain and that is insensitive to val-
ues of the data subjects directly impacted by the technology. Techno-solutionism relies on the
assumption that technological interventions can be used to solve complex social problems and
that such techno-solutions will be advantageous to those involved [67, 109]. Yet, this assumption
overlooks the potentially adverse effects of implementing technological interventions and the
harms that may be presented to those subjected to the technology. Thus, we end by discussing
1) how proposed emotion AI uses to address present mental healthcare challenges, shrouded by
illusions of technological advancement, are insufficient techno-solutions that may exacerbate the
very problems emotion AI is implemented to solve; and 2) how emotion AI as a techno-solution
can further entrench existing injustices in mental healthcare.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Emotion AI in (mental) healthcare: promises, challenges, and ethical concerns
The development and application of emotion AI technologies aiming to identify and/or act on
human emotion and other affective phenomena is growing [120, 121, 124]. Emotion AI emerged
1We use the term “data subjects” to refer to individuals whose data enables and is processed by emotion AI, and are
consequently impacted by emotion AI in practice, in line with HCI scholars’ use of the term [41, 73, 157].
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from the field of Affective Computing, pioneered by Rosalind W. Picard in 1995 to enhance hu-
man interaction with technologies that can predict and/or interact with human emotions [145].
Algorithmic emotion classifications have theoretical underpinnings that invoke historical and
ongoing debate regarding the nature of emotion, including Charles Darwin’s foundational study of
emotions as evolved biological processes [48]; the subsequent James-Lange Theory of Emotions
which assumes emotions are responses to physiological changes [86, 104]; and Paul Ekman’s Basic
Emotions Theory which contends humans universally express a set of basic emotion families
physiologically according to six discrete, mutually exclusive categories: anger, disgust, fear, joy,
sadness, and surprise [57, 58]. Together, this line of emotion theories has culminated in a “common
view” [10] that understands human emotion as biologically determined, universally expressed, and
discretely categorized. A large body of work empirically contests said “common view” [10] with an
understanding of emotions as constructed by individuals situated in social contexts rather than
biologically determined [11], variable across individual and socio-cultural differences rather than
universally expressed [44], and structured from multiple overlapping, more fundamental affective
dimensions rather than by discrete categorizations [161]. These debates are at the core of current
ethical controversy surrounding the scientific foundations of emotion AI [43, 173]. Particularly,
the discrete emotion classification schemes that make emotions easily tractable via categorized
emotion inferences underlie the majority of emotion AI applications [173] despite their limited
reliability, generalizability, specificity, and validity [10] – including in the high-stakes context of
mental healthcare [101, 114].
While investigations of emotion AI in mental healthcare are nascent [18, 149, 175], existing

concerns about broad AI’s deployment to clinical practice [95] can be applied to understand the
implications of emotion AI’s emerging development and implementation in this domain. Primary
concerns of broad AI in healthcare include breaches of trust and privacy and lack of transparency
in the context of clinical decision support systems [189], clinical chatbots [32], and the broader
healthcare system [12, 28, 105, 107]. Moreover, research suggests that the application of AI to clinical
practice may adversely affect patient adherence to providers’ medical advice [32], the patient-
provider relationship [32, 105, 135, 136, 169, 189], and existing clinical workflows [62, 129, 169, 189].
Research investigating AI in clinical settings primarily focuses on technical diagnostic accuracy
[95, 177] and bias [3, 28, 95, 136, 141] without directly linking these evaluations to patient benefits,
outcomes, or perceptions. Patients’ voices and interactions with providers are important aspects of
healthcare [21, 55], yet patients’ perspectives about incorporating automated technology into the
care they receive is largely absent from these assessments.

Emotion AI may implicate unique aspects of and have magnified impacts to mental healthcare as
it aims to infer emotions – a deeply personal, sensitive, and intimate aspect of individual wellbeing.
While the known concerns of emotion AI in healthcare mirror those of AI broadly including
patient trust, privacy, and safety [101, 114, 121, 154, 173], recent scholarship investigating patient
perceptions of specific use cases of emotion AI-enabled healthcare technologies has expanded
the scope of acknowledged concerns to include risks of therapeutic chatbots imposing adverse
clinical and psychological effects [101] and mental health risk predictions impairing patient agency
[114]. For instance, scholars have explored individuals’ attitudes towards being made aware of
their mental health risk prediction results [114] and young peoples’ experiences using chatbots
for mental health-related support [101]. Yet, it remains unclear whether and how these risks may
manifest across the wide range of potential emotion AI-enabled mental health applications and are
entangled with the potential benefits each may promise. To further understand the potential impacts
of this increasingly pervasive technology to mental healthcare, our study centers the perceptions
of the data subjects who would be most impacted by the technology [17, 41, 123, 154, 157, 176, 185]
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building on existing HCI scholarship that examined other contexts such as education [190], the
workplace [41], and social media [157].

2.2 Historical legacy of challenges in healthcare and disability contexts
Understanding health-related social movements that have occurred as a result of healthcare chal-
lenges experienced by patients, providers, and other relevant involved parties can provide insights
into how emotion AI may exacerbate the very challenges it is proposed to solve [142]. Health
Social Movements (HSM) entail the mobilization of formal and informal networks (e.g., community
organizations, media outlets) around healthcare-related issues [23]. HSMs in the U.S. (e.g., disability
rights, patients’ rights, women’s health) describe, raise awareness around, and resist challenges in
healthcare for diverse groups, with shared tensions around equal access to quality care, identity-
based discrimination, and the right to self-determination [1, 16, 23, 46, 61, 80, 85, 139, 140, 156, 192].
While detailing the entire history of HSMs is beyond the scope of this paper, we aim to connect the
challenges faced by social groups working to be fully recognized as complex human beings worthy
of dignity, respect, and autonomy over their lives to those of the data subjects who are directly
impacted by emotion AI’s integration to mental healthcare, yet are largely excluded from adoption
decisions and lack the social power to contest its use.

HSMs recognize patient-healthcare provider interactions as sites of challenges related to unequal
power dynamics, discriminatory language and treatment, and unfounded expectations based on
identity or perceived mental capacity. For example, in the mid-1960s, individuals in women’s health
movements were concerned with sexist interactions with medical professionals that impacted their
care delivery and access to health information, citing shared experiences with doctors withholding
their health information and dismissing their needs and concerns when making medical decisions
[156]. The women’s health movement raised alarms around uninformed consent in the medical
decision-making process and violations of patients’ bodily autonomy [156]. The 1970s saw the
psychiatric survivor/ex-patient movement raise awareness about involuntary institutionalization
and medical treatments (e.g., electric shock therapy) [139, 152], especially for those marginalized
along dimensions of race, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, and non-conformity to social
norms [1], highlighting clinicians’ coercion of vulnerable people to comply with invasive medical
interventions that were inappropriate for most patients [1]. More recently, citizen-science alliances
have forged wherein everyday people collaborate on various, historically exclusive processes (e.g.,
research) alongside medical authorities and scientific communities [16, 22]. For example, AIDS
activists in the 1980s and 90s organized to ensure that their personal experience would shape future
AIDS-related scientific research, as opposed to remaining ignored and perceived to lack epistemic
authority [59, 85]. Today’s environmental justice and women’s health efforts challenge inequitable
health outcomes and the disparate attention paid by researchers to different communities’ health
needs [16, 22]. Years of disability rights activism throughout the 20th century similarly challenged
disabled persons’ exclusion from equal access to healthcare due to inaccessible physical barriers
[131, 138, 140, 182], culminating with the passing of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
in 1990 [131, 139, 152] that requires medical providers to provide “full and equal access to their
healthcare services and facilities” and make accommodations so anyone may receive access to care,
regardless of ability status [182].

Altogether, health-related social movements show how individuals and communities have orga-
nized against the inequitable distribution of resources in healthcare contexts based on one’s identity,
health, or perceived abilities, and remind us that patients’ historical exclusion as authority figures
in health decision-making [156] intersects with contours of unequal power dynamics shaped by
social position and compounded by identity dimensions including race, class, and ability. This study
is situated in and motivated by these longer histories of healthcare-related social justice movements
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that seek to center the perceptions of those made most vulnerable in seeking and receiving care
by privileging patients’ lived experiences, valuing their complex humanity, and recognizing their
right to societal participation, respect, and self-determination as we center the voices of those who
stand to be most impacted by the deployment of emotion AI in mental healthcare.

3 METHODS
This section outlines the survey design, recruitment and participation, data analysis, limitations,
and opportunities for future work.

3.1 Study design
3.1.1 Survey design. The survey, developed as part of a larger research program, included a total
of 56 factorial vignettes organized by two sets of contexts (employment and healthcare), with 28
vignettes specific to healthcare. Following vignettes, participants answered open-ended questions
to share their perceptions of benefits and harms they associated with emotion AI in healthcare –
this paper’s focus. Participants were also invited to reflect upon how/if aspects of their identity
shaped their responses to survey questions, analysis of which was beyond the scope of this paper.
While this paper does not analyze participants’ responses to vignettes, we provide details about the
survey design as a whole for transparency and context.
The vignettes asked participants to rate their comfort with their provider using a program to

automatically detect their emotional state from either 1) “records of what you say (either verbally
or written/typed) and how you say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it)” or 2) “images or
video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions recorded from your daily activities
and device use,” for 14 different purposes (described in Section 3.1.2 and included in Appendix
A). To ensure a common understanding of “emotional state,” we included the following definition
at the top of the survey: “Emotional state refers to your emotions and moods, including but not
limited to stress, anxiety, depression, boredom, calmness, fear, fatigue, attentiveness, happiness,
sadness, disgust, surprise, and/or anger.” We used this broad definition based on existing emotion
classification schemes [19]. Participants indicated their comfort for each vignette.

After completing survey responses to the vignettes, participants were asked to answer four open-
ended questions (available in Appendix B). Participants provided their perceptions by answering
what, if any, 1) benefits they anticipate from emotion AI in healthcare, 2) harms or other undesired
impacts they anticipate from emotion AI in healthcare, 3) other concerns they have about emotion
AI, and 4) aspects of their identity (broadly construed) may have shaped their (dis)comfort with
emotion AI in healthcare. We ran a pilot survey before data collection to test the survey design
and to determine if any changes were necessary (e.g., concerning respondent fatigue and clarity of
survey questions). We concluded that no additional changes were necessary and that the survey
was ready for data collection.

This paper contributes findings limited to our analysis of participants’ responses to the first three
open-ended questions regarding potential impacts (i.e., benefits, harms) participants anticipated
with emotion AI in healthcare.

3.1.2 Factorial vignettes. The vignettes participants responded to before answering the open-ended
questions and that we analyze in this paper varied by 14 purposes for which emotion AI may be
used in healthcare, based on the following emotion AI use cases proposed in prior work: facilitating
early detection of mental and neurological illnesses [52, 72], providing timely and potentially
more accurate mental health and wellbeing insights and interventions (in comparison to a human
provider) [100, 119, 157, 179], equipping healthcare providers with increased understanding of
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patients at individual and group levels [31, 100], detecting or preventing potential self-harm or
harm to others [52, 157, 164, 179], and supporting academic research [100, 157].
As vignettes were presented to participants before answering the open-ended questions, their

responses to the open-ended questions may have primed. Prior work suggests that because people
tend to underestimate the potential benefits and risks of emerging technology, initial priming is
an appropriate methodological strategy to elucidate participants’ perceived impacts by providing
context and knowledge that, if not presented, may otherwise lead to uninformed and uncertain
responses [68, 70, 77, 181, 197]. To account for potential negative priming associated with negative
public perceptions of emotion AI [5], we did not explicitly name “emotion AI” in the vignettes.
Because people have varying degrees of familiarity with technology, it was important to ensure that
the definition provided was clear, concrete, descriptive, and to the extent possible, neutral. With
these considerations, we were still able to draw perceptions of emotion AI, as the vignettes referred
to a software or “intelligent computer program” that uses common emotion AI data inputs [121].
Essentially, as participants responded to their perceptions of the described intelligent software,
they shared their perceptions on being subjected to emotion AI in healthcare.
We designed factorial vignettes based on best practices [15, 87, 111, 115, 116, 188]. Factorial

vignettes are useful to bring forth perceptions and attitudes about phenomena [87]. Thus, the
vignettes included in this study were designed to be speculative as participants were asked to
imagine if their healthcare provider(s) used emotion AI as described in vignettes, a widespread
approach in vignette designs [15, 116]. Speculation is a powerful tool to investigate people’s
perceptions of technologies’ ethical implications [63] especially when they may not have direct
experience with said technology, and how technologies can impact who uses and interacts with
them [199]. With regard to emerging technology such as emotion AI, speculation through vignettes
can surface perceptions and values toward the technology, though people may not be aware of
being subjected to it [64]. While speculating on participants’ perspectives of emotion AI use in
the healthcare context may not directly map to how people would behave in practice, prior work
suggests that people would act similarly to how they imagine they would [84, 151]. Though the
results of the vignette portion are out of the scope of this paper and may limit the nuance and
depth of participants’ voices in their open-ended responses, our use of factorial vignettes to surface
peoples’ perspectives about being subjected to emotion AI in healthcare provides valuable insights
into what their attitudes towards emotion AI use in healthcare may be in practice.

3.2 Recruitment and participation
This paper analyzes a dataset of 395 U.S. adults’ open-ended responses to a survey examining
perceptions of emotion AI recruited through Prolific, an online survey recruitment platform. We
collected a total of 755 responses and analyzed a subset (n = 395) informing this paper’s findings.
We developed the subset of 395 responses by merging a U.S. representative sample (n = 296)

(on the axes of sex, age, and race/ethnicity) and an oversample of participants who identified
with at least one marginalized identity (n = 99) which we define for the purposes of this paper
as individuals who identify as a person of color, gender minority (i.e., transgender, non-binary),
and/or individual with current or past-lived experience(s) with mental illness(es) – groups that
may disparately experience harms from emotion AI [96, 154, 157, 176, 185, 195, 200]. Our U.S.
representative sample was collected using Prolific’s representative sample feature that automatically
selects participants based on age, sex, and race/ethnicity and is representative of the national
population. Then, we ran separate recruitment efforts using Prolific’s pre-screened criteria to
oversample for participants who identified as a person of color, gender minority, and/or individual
with current or past-lived experiences with mental illness(es) (n = 455). From the oversampled
dataset, we randomly subsampled participants (n = 109) to include those who fully completed
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the survey and identified with at least one marginalized identity. We then combined the random
subsample from the oversample with the representative sample (n = 409). After merging, we
removed 14 participants for disingenuous, blank, and duplicate responses to the open-ended
questions, resulting in a total of 395 analyzed responses. For duplicate responses, we included only
the participants’ first submission in the analyzed dataset.

We decided to develop a dataset that included a U.S. representative sample and an oversample of
individuals with at least one marginalized identity to highlight the ways marginalized individuals
may experience more harm in seeking mental healthcare, and may perceive and experience more
harm stemming from the use of emotion AI broadly [123, 154, 157, 176, 185, 200]. It is well docu-
mented that marginalized populations – including LGBTQ+ folks [24, 82, 171, 194], disabled and
mentally ill folks [39, 40, 180], people of color [24, 25, 92, 102], among other groups – face barriers
and stigmatization when seeking mental healthcare. More specifically, these groups experience
similar barriers of service denial [102, 194], affordability [171], and stigmatizing or microaggressive
interactions with service providers [25, 39, 40, 92, 171]. The particularities of these stigmatizing or
microaggressive interactions, importantly, likely manifest differently depending on the marginal-
ized identity a patient embodies, but these high-level problems have been demonstrated across
marginalized identity groups. For instance, according to the American Journal of Managed Care,
among those considered “vulnerable populations” in healthcare are racial or ethnic minorities and
those with chronic conditions (e.g., mental illness) [176]. Additionally, prior work highlights how
emotion AI may disproportionately negatively impact those with mental and physical disabilities
and racial and ethnic minorities [123, 153]. Importantly, these negative impacts may be experienced
differently between marginalized groups. For example, folks with mental illness may experience
greater stigma and decreased work opportunities as a result of the uptake of emotion AI that may
discriminate against those with mental illness in hiring and the workplace [123]. Meanwhile, other
work shows that Black faces are interpreted by emotion recognition algorithms as being more angry
and contemptuous than their white counterparts, with downstream implications for exacerbating
stereotypes and differential treatment in the commercial application of these technologies [153].
Additionally, emerging scholarship notes the distinct and/or exacerbated harms emotion AI may
confer for those with marginalized identities. For instance, Monteith et al. highlight the heightened
concerns of emotion AI use for people with mental illness and disabilities, as the technology may
lead to increased stigma around mental illness and disability and may create norms and presump-
tions about people with mental illness and disability from datasets that exclude these identities
[123]. Aligned with prior work [76], oversampling for these groups allowed us to surface potential
participant responses that may not have surfaced otherwise, including in a nationally representative
sample. A full breakdown of the sample is available in Appendix C, which includes a breakdown of
the representative sample and oversample, and Appendix D, which includes aggregate counts of
participants’ demographics.
We note that during our data analysis, we reached saturation, and no new themes surfaced;

therefore, we did not increase the sample size. Moreover, although the oversample of marginalized
participants is only a fraction of the entire sample included in this study, a large majority (85% or
336) of the participants included in our analysis hold at least one marginalized identity (on the
axes of race/ethnicity, gender, and past/current experience with mental illness). We provide further
detail of participant demographics in Appendix D. Participants were compensated with $3.80 per
Prolific’s suggested calculation. The average survey completion time was 24 minutes.

3.3 Analysis
We conducted an iterative qualitative analysis of participants’ answers to three open-ended ques-
tions described in Section 3.1.1.
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Codebook themes Alpha binary
Perceived potential benefits of emotion AI in healthcare 0.881
Perceived potential concerns of emotion AI in healthcare 0.837

Average alpha binary across relevant themes 0.859
Table 1. Alpha binaries and average of alpha binaries of codebook themes relevant to this study

We developed a codebook through several coding exercises to create a common understanding
among the final two coders involved in data analysis. The first coding exercise was done on 50
randomly selected open-ended responses from the dataset of 395 participants by five coders trained
in qualitative coding. The five coders independently open-coded the random subset of 50 responses.
They then met to discuss their codes, observe overall themes, and agree upon codes to include in the
codebook. Based on this meeting, the last author then developed an initial codebook by categorizing
open codes into parent codes. In a second coding exercise, three coders worked together on the initial
codebook and applied the revised codebook to a subset of another 35 randomly selected responses.
Next, the three coders met with the last author to discuss their codes, resolve disagreements, and
develop a finalized codebook.

Once the codebook was finalized, the final two coders conducted additional coding exercises to
establish inter-rater reliability (IRR) [118] using ATLAS.ti’s calculation for Krippendorff’s alpha
binary. These two coders reached an IRR score above .75 (“acceptable” [118] for IRR), as seen in
Table 1, after two rounds of coding random subsets of 20 responses using the final codebook. To
identify and resolve disagreements in codes after the first round, the two coders met to discuss their
disagreements and rationales to reach a consensus, ensuring consistent application of all codes.

The same two coders divided and coded the remaining data after establishing IRR. If new themes
emerged in the remaining data, the two coders could incorporate new codes upon discussion to
ensure consistency. Though no new codes surfaced in this process, this allowed our analysis to
remain flexible and to capture all possible themes to the best of our ability. Upon completing coding,
the whole research team reconvened to identify and discuss the themes regarding participants’
perceived potential benefits and harms associated with emotion AI in healthcare. Major themes
surrounding perceived potential emotion AI impacts emerged that relate to present challenges
in mental healthcare, which we focus on in this study. Participants interpreted and perceived the
open-ended questions as predominantly relevant to the mental healthcare context, likely because
emotion AI technology aims to infer upon data subjects’ mental and emotional health. We note
that our methodological choice to qualitatively analyze a representative sample and oversample
was not to provide quantitative, statistical results but to illustrate insightful recurring themes that
emerged in our analysis.

3.4 Limitations and opportunities
This study’s limitations are three-fold: First, we acknowledge the potential framing bias that may
have emerged from the survey vignettes (presented to participants before answering the open-ended
questions) that incorporated purported emotion AI uses. The vignettes were constructed as neutrally
as possible. However, we acknowledge that suggested potential emotion AI uses may still have
influenced participants to view emotion AI positively due to framing bias [2, 8, 144, 186, 187]. On the
other hand, the vignettes did not indicate any potential harms, and so may have avoided negatively
influencing participants’ perspectives described in their perceived concerns. However, we recognize
the possibility that vignettes may have still elicited immediate negative reactions toward emotion AI
use, leading to potentially negative perceptions that could shape their responses to the open-ended
questions presented afterward. Nonetheless, we note that the open-ended questions analyzed in
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this paper were worded flexibly to allow participants to develop their own perceptions of both
perceived benefits and harms of emotion AI use by their healthcare provider(s), which may have
mitigated potential influence from the vignettes. However, as we note in Section 3.1.1, priming
participants can be useful for understanding people’s perceptions of emerging technology as people
often underestimate its potential impacts [68, 70, 77, 181, 197]. Furthermore, demographic questions
that could have influenced participants’ responses were included at the end of the survey to avoid
the potential influence of these questions on participants’ responses.
Second, while representative samples can be powerful, we supplemented our representative

sample with an oversample of marginalized groups to ensure that we do not ignore the perspectives
of those who may be most impacted by emotion AI use by their healthcare provider(s). Though all
participants were asked to rate their comfort level from the position of a patient in the healthcare
context in which emotion AI is used, we note potential limitations regarding our dataset and
methodological choices that were constrained by Prolific’s (and other services) available pre-
screened participant pools, which were automatically selected based on a distribution of age,
sex, and race/ethnicity representative of the U.S. national population. To scope the survey, we
did not collect all data that may be relevant to participants’ perceptions of emotion AI use (e.g.,
technological literacy, job title, experience with emotion AI). Thus, our analyzed dataset may not
be representative of and generalizable to the different subpopulations for which we oversampled or
to other contexts in which emotion AI may be implemented (e.g., law enforcement, social media,
education) as people’s perceptions about technology, data sharing, and emotional expression are
contextually situated [94, 119, 130]. Yet, through oversampling, we surfaced insights from these
subpopulations that could be built on in future work. For instance, future work could conduct
participatory design sessions with those living with mental illness(es) to envision technological
designs that meet their identified and desired needs while attending to relevant concerns identified
in this study or take a quantitative approach to examine and compare the perspectives of emotion
AI data subjects across different contexts and identities to assess the prevalence of our qualitative
analysis findings regarding marginalized groups on a larger scale.
Lastly, we acknowledge the potential limitations of our decision to analyze the responses to

three open-ended questions to effectively investigate patient perceptions of emotion AI. We note
that, initially, we were unsure we would gain such rich data from the open-ended questions, and
we were thrilled that we did. Indeed, Braun et al. note that “qualitative surveys are an exciting,
flexible method with numerous applications, and advantages for researchers and participants alike,”
and suffer from “(misplaced) assumptions about qualitative survey data lacking depth” [20]. This
approach has also made its way to prior CSCW/HCI scholarship (e.g., [75, 76]), and we encourage
future work to use similar approaches, especially in contexts concerning emerging technologies.
This approach has the potential for deep, generative, and scaled understanding of phenomena [20],
which can be supplemented with other methods in the future, drawing from insights generated.
For example, future work could potentially build on these findings using other methods, including
interviews and/or walkthroughs with participants who have encountered emotion AI technology
used in mental healthcare and other contexts to gain insight from participants with first-hand
experience. That said, it is possible that future work with other samples or with different study
designs may uncover different perceptions. Additionally, we acknowledge that including data from
the survey’s vignette portion would have provided other insights; however, coupling the two could
have led to losing nuance and depth that may, in effect, suppress the voices we aim to magnify in
this paper. Nonetheless, our findings provide valuable and timely insights regarding data subjects’
perceptions of potential emotion AI impacts to mental healthcare while ensuring that we highlight
those who embodied at least one marginalized identity that we focus on in this work.
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Mental healthcare provisions
Perceived potential impacts of emotion AI use when addressing challenges in mental healthcare:
(1) Improve mental healthcare assessments, diagnoses, and treatments
Perceived potential negative implications of using emotion AI in mental healthcare:
(1) Increase inaccurate assessments, diagnoses, and treatment
(2) Increase providers’ biases
Data subjects’ voices
Perceived potential impacts of emotion AI use when addressing challenges in mental healthcare:
(1) Facilitate data subjects’ mental health information disclosures
Perceived potential negative implications of using emotion AI in mental healthcare:
(1) Reduce or remove data subjects’ voices and interactions with providers
Monitoring data subjects for potential harm
Perceived potential impacts of emotion AI use when addressing challenges in mental healthcare:
(1) Identify potential data subject self-harm or harm posed to others
Perceived potential negative implications of using emotion AI in mental healthcare:
(1) Inaccurate identifications of self-harm or harm posed to others
(2) Negative well-being effects
Involved parties’ understanding and uses of mental health inferences
Perceived potential impacts of emotion AI use when addressing challenges in mental healthcare:
(1) Enhance involved parties’ understanding of mental health
Perceived potential negative implications of using emotion AI in mental healthcare:
(1) Creating barriers to accessing (quality) mental healthcare
(2) Intruding on data subjects’ privacy

Table 2. Breakdown of perceived emotion AI impacts to mental healthcare data subjects

4 FINDINGS
Our findings illustrate participants’ perceptions of potential impacts that emotion AI in mental
healthcare could have on data subjects in practice, surfaced from our analysis of their open-ended
responses to survey questions regarding the benefits and harms/concerns they anticipate with
integrating the technology in healthcare.
We identified four main perceived impacts emotion AI may pose to data subjects when used

to address the following existing mental healthcare challenges: 1) improve mental healthcare
assessments, diagnoses, and treatments; 2) facilitate data subjects’ mental health information
disclosures; 3) identify potential data subject self-harm or harm posed to others; and 4) increase
involved parties’ understanding of mental health. While participants shared perceptions that
emotion AI may be beneficial, they also raised concerns regarding how the technology may,
consequently, exacerbate extant challenges in mental healthcare and harm emotion AI data subjects:
1) increase inaccurate assessments, diagnoses, and treatments along with providers’ biases; 2) reduce
or remove data subjects’ voices and interactions with providers in mental healthcare processes; 3)
inaccurately identify potential data subject self-harm or harm posed to others with implications for
negative wellbeing effects; 4) involved parties’ misuse of emotion AI inferences with consequences
to (quality) mental healthcare access and data subjects’ privacy. Table 2 maps each perceived
impact of emotion AI with its associated negative implication under the following aspects of mental
healthcare: 1) mental healthcare provisions, 1) data subjects’ voices, 3) monitoring data subjects for
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potential harm, and 4) involved parties’ understandings and uses of mental health inferences. We
organize the presentation of our results accordingly.
To contextualize our findings, we include 1) overall percentages and counts of participants

who shared responses relevant to each finding; 2) percentage of the overall count representing
participants who identified with at least one marginalized identity that we oversampled (i.e., a
person of color, gender minority, lived experience with mental illness) to foreground participants
who may experience exacerbated harms from emotion AI use [17, 123, 154, 157, 176, 185, 200]; and
3) the relevant factorial vignette(s) in footnotes that we interpret as related to each finding.

4.1 Mental healthcare provisions
Inaccurate, inefficient, and biased mental healthcare provisions contribute to inadequate healthcare
[1, 33, 99, 113, 156, 174, 198]). Some participants recognized emotion AI’s potential to mitigate
these mental healthcare challenges by enabling accurate, efficient, and unbiased mental health as-
sessments, diagnoses, and treatments.2 However, many participants also explicated ways that using
emotion AI to improve existing mental healthcare provisions may exacerbate already inadequate
mental healthcare by producing inaccurate mental health inferences and heightening providers’
biases against patients (i.e., emotion AI’s data subjects). This section first highlights participants’
perceptions of how using emotion AI could improve various mental health provisions, followed by
the perceived potential problems that may arise from such uses.

4.1.1 Perceived potential impacts of emotion AI: improve mental healthcare assessments, diagnoses,
and treatments. Some participants acknowledged how emotion AI may improve mental healthcare
provisions by rectifying inaccurate, inefficient, and biased mental health assessments, diagnoses,
and treatments carried out by human mental healthcare providers. Providers’ failure to meet
data subjects’ mental health needs can negatively affect their mental and overall health, which
participants recognized emotion AI to potentially mitigate by addressing inaccuracies, inefficiencies,
and biases within mental healthcare.

Addressing inaccurate mental healthcare provisions. 8.4% of participants (n = 33), 84.7% of
whom identified with at least one marginalized identity, mentioned that emotion AI may mitigate
inaccurately assessed, diagnosed, or treated mental health conditions. For instance, P57, a white man
with a mental health condition, described how emotion AI could potentially lead to more accurate
mental health diagnoses by detecting patterns that (often inattentive) human providers may miss:
“machines are great at picking up things that humans aren’t and vice versa, so a doctor augmenting
their diagnoses and treatments with various robots and AI assistants have major potential to improve
care across the board.” P23, a Southeast Asian woman with a mental health condition, echoed P57’s
sentiments: “sometimes doctors are busy writing notes or [are] distracted...the system could help detect
things the doctor didn’t notice.” P57 and P23’s comments point towards extant challenges whereby
inattentive or overworked providers may overlook patients’ needs, consequently provisioning
inaccurate diagnoses and treatments. Integrating emotion AI that may be better at “picking things
up” than “busy” providers is perceived to potentially facilitate more accurate care provisions.
Facilitating more efficient mental healthcare provisions. 52.7% of participants (n = 208),

76.4% of whom identified with at least one marginalized identity, acknowledged that emotion
AI could address current inefficiencies in detecting and diagnosing mental health conditions. P7,

2Acknowledged potential uses of emotion AI to improve mental healthcare provisions map to factorial vignettes that
posed the use of emotion AI in healthcare to infer the mental health state of patients (on a group level and individually),
infer patients in need of wellbeing support, assess the overall health of individual patients, diagnose mental health illness
and neurological disorders in patients earlier than otherwise possible, automatically alerting healthcare provider(s) when
patients may need support, and avoiding human judgment and subjectivity.
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a transgender, non-binary white person with multiple mental health conditions, described how
they were “diagnosed with ADHD later on in life, so definitely making resources so that people can
get diagnoses and properly treated faster would have helped [them].” For P7, resources that could
have aided in an earlier diagnosis and treatment would have benefited them. P33, a white woman
who reported no mental health conditions, shared similar thoughts that “it could be nice for the
program to notice a particular health concern before [she] did to facilitate faster treatment.” These
examples highlight how current mental healthcare processes are ill-equipped to provide efficient
diagnoses and treatments. This present challenge relates to unique diagnostic difficulties that are
partially attributed to a lack of “objective” diagnostic tests in mental healthcare [93]. Participants
perceived emotion AI could potentially address these deficiencies by facilitating faster diagnosis and
appropriate care to data subjects, reflecting biomedical virtue rhetoric [13, 146], which promotes
an uncontested ideal that privileges a “praxis of goodness” within healthcare and legitimates
the deployment of new technologies and data practices within its domain (e.g., to facilitate early
diagnosis or access to treatment) without adequate critical examination [146].

Mitigating providers’ biases in mental healthcare provisions. 6.3% of participants (n = 25),
84% of whom identified with at least one marginalized identity, shared perceptions that emotion
AI could potentially mitigate the role of mental healthcare providers’ biases in care provisioning.
Participants acknowledged the possibility that emotion AI may augment providers’ decisions with
unbiased inferences, reducing the possibility for providers’ biases to fully account for mental health
assessments, diagnoses, and treatments. For instance, P334, a white transgender man with multiple
health conditions, stated, “I’m an adult ADHD person and would have benefited GREATLY from
technology such as this had it been available when I was younger, as the path to my diagnosis was
arduous and oftentimes hindered by non-objective professionals.” P334 described how his difficult
experience involving biased providers impeding his timely diagnosis could have been improved
with more objective approaches like that promised by emotion AI. Similarly, P95, a Black woman
with multiple mental health conditions, stated, “I figure with all the experiences I’ve had with
human doctors concerning my mental health and physical health... a program that’s able to access
a great deal of information and give an unbiased evaluation, couldn’t be any worse.” Based on her
personal experiences with insufficient care, P95 thought that the “unbiased evaluation[s]” emotion
AI promises at the very least would not be a worse alternative to biased providers. P95’s experiences
are situated in a longer history of medical gaslighting and disparate treatments for Black patients
that is entangled with majority white providers’ subjective biases against Black patients and other
minority patients [27, 167]. Overall, the experiences participants shared highlight the present
mental healthcare challenge of biased providers negatively affecting if and how patients receive
appropriate mental healthcare and their perceptions that emotion AI could potentially mitigate
mental healthcare provisioning hindered by providers’ biases.

4.1.2 Perceived potential negative implications of emotion AI: increase inaccurate assessments, diag-
noses, and treatments. Though some participants acknowledged that emotion AI could potentially
address persistent challenges of inadequate mental healthcare provisions, many also perceived how
emotion AI may instead worsen them. 51.4% of participants (n = 203), 76.8% of whom identified
with at least one marginalized identity, noted how emotion AI’s potentially inaccurate inferences
could worsen already inaccurate assessments, diagnoses, and treatments [9, 99, 113, 174, 198]. P321,
a bi-racial woman with multiple mental health conditions, mentioned that “culturally, expression
can vary depending on many factors, which might lead to inaccurate readings,” depicting doubt that
emotion AI could accurately account for complexities in emotional expression across cultures and
individual differences. Such concerns are grounded in existing literature [10, 43, 94, 191], and may
be heightened for bi-racial/bi-cultural individuals like P321 with mixed identities. P321’s concerns
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regarding potential algorithmic biases highlight how inaccurate emotion inferences may have harm-
ful ramifications to data subjects’ diagnoses and treatments, contesting earlier acknowledgments
that inferences, if accurate, would be beneficial as reported in Section 4.1.1. Thus, supplanting care
provisioning processes with emotion AI, itself known to demonstrate poor rates of accuracy [10]
and perpetuate demographic biases [54, 98], may be an inadequate solution to addressing existing
problems of inaccurate assessments, diagnoses, and treatments in mental healthcare, and in effect
could exacerbate these problems by automatically reproducing them on a large scale.

Participants’ concerns regarding potentially inaccurate inferences also illustrate the possibility
for providers to take these inferences at face valueand subsequently dismiss data subjects’ voices
and lived experiences in mental healthcare provisioning. P81, a white woman with a mental health
condition, expressed concerns about being mislabeled by emotion AI: “Sometimes a system could tell
you that you are at risk of something when you are really operating at a safe level. Each individual has
a different pain tolerance level. Their own impressions should come first before being labeled.” P81 both
reflects concerns that emotion AI inferences generated without individual baselines would mislead
treatment planning and that providers privileging their perceived objectivity may weaken data
subjects’ agency with automated systems that “tell” data subjects and providers about their mental
health condition, rather than considering data subjects’ voices that “should come first before being
labeled.” Concerns that inferences would potentially invalidate or dismiss data subjects’ voices
is also an issue that some participants noted may arise if providers rely solely on emotion AI in
practice, which we explore further in Section 4.2.2.

In sum, many participants shared concerns demonstrating how emotion AI may produce inaccu-
rate inferences that negatively impact mental health assessments, diagnoses, and treatments, and
highlight how data subjects’ voices may be disregarded if providers place more value on emotion AI
inferences than their own perspectives and lived experiences. Thus, participants’ concerns elucidate
the various ways emotion AI may be an unsuitable solution that may worsen present challenges of
inaccuracy in mental healthcare.

4.1.3 Perceived potential negative implications of emotion AI: increase providers’ biases. 14.2% of
participants (n = 56), 80.4% of whom identified with at least one marginalized identity, described
how algorithmic biases laden in emotion AI could amplify mental healthcare providers’ own biases,
negatively affecting the mental healthcare data subjects receive. In contrast to the potential for
emotion AI to mitigate providers’ biases acknowledged in Section 4.1.1, participants were concerned
that emotion AI could potentially intensify providers’ biases when delivering mental healthcare.

Previous work has surfaced a range of algorithmic biases in emotion AI [54, 98, 123], a concern
reflected by many participants who noted that emotion AI may encode biases that providers may
then use to legitimate their own. P331, a white woman with multiple mental health conditions,
described how emotion AI “could be biased or based on stereotypes that could lead to incorrect
information and harm by falsely associating traits with someone.” P7, a transgender, non-binary
white person with multiple mental health conditions, similarly mentioned concerns with potential
biases within emotion AI: “this system [emotion AI] could be built with gender and race biases that
could harm myself and other individuals, especially if the system is rigid in what it deems ‘unhealthy
looking.’” P331 and P7’s concerns highlight the perceived potential for biased emotion AI inferences
to perpetuate harmful stereotypes, and thus facilitate flawed mental healthcare provisions. P7
went on to describe the manifold ways biased emotion AI systems could affect the processes
mental healthcare providers follow: “Many times when women or femme presenting persons go into
doctor’s offices and don’t look ‘presentable enough’ symptoms go overlooked or ignored but going
in without makeup can also look ‘sickly’ and the system could detect that as illnesses that patient
does not have. This is also something that could impact disabled (hard-of-hearing and deaf) people
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and non-native speakers with the speech analysis portion since they would not be speaking with the
typical speech patterns that this program is ‘looking for.’” P7 highlights how societal stereotypes
reflected in emotion AI training data via biased inferences could potentially influence providers’
decision-making regarding data subjects’ mental health assessments, diagnoses, and treatments.

Some participants anticipated that providers may use emotion AI to defend their biases, which can
harm mental healthcare provisions. P306, an Asian woman with a mental health condition, stated
that “we as humans are bad at understanding intersectionality so how do we expect to code a computer
to understand it? I would hate for more discrimination to be a result of this,” pointing to concerns
that emotion AI would be incapable of understanding data subjects’ multiple intersecting identities
in a meaningful and non-reductive way when evaluating mental health. Thus, the technology’s
potential incapability to adequately account for data subjects’ complex, intersecting identities may
lead to “more discrimination” in healthcare, rather than combat it. The obscurity surrounding how
emotion AI technologies are developed and the decisions developers make when building such
systems complicates the expectations (as P306 notes) we may have about emotion AI. This lack of
transparency and regulation further raises issues in the trade-off between accuracy and fairness
in algorithmic systems [108], whereby the inferences and interventions made by emotion AI may
lead to disparate negative consequences that are compounded for data subjects with intersecting
marginalized identities.
P335, a white transgender man with multiple mental health conditions, mentioned similar

concerns: “There is also the given of human subjectivity still being there when the data is given to
the healthcare provider, so it depends on the provider and their potential biases as well at the end
of the day.” Participants like P335 shared concern for the potential that emotion AI inferences
could not only exploit providers’ biases, but that providers’ own biases could limit their ability to
recognize potentially flawed algorithmic decisions. Thus, human-in-the-loop processes – often
proposed to stem concerns with algorithmic decision-making [49] – would do little to address
biased providers’ limited ability to recognize potentially inaccurate results, which may be ultimately
dangerous to data subjects’ mental health and wellbeing in practice. Notably, participants’ concerns
regarding the potential for providers’ biases to be exacerbated and its effects on mental healthcare
provisioning with emotion AI use contrast emotion AI’s proposed potential to mitigate biases in
mental healthcare (described in Section 4.1.1).

4.2 Data subjects’ voices
Many participants referred to the existing mental healthcare challenge whereby patients’ voices are
lost or ignored in provider interactions and care provisioning [26, 122, 156, 163, 183]. Participants
acknowledged emotion AI could potentially facilitate conversations around mental health and
amplify data subjects’ voices 3. Yet, participants also acknowledged how emotion AI could, instead,
reduce or remove their voices in mental healthcare processes, hindering their ability to take part
in decisions about their own mental health and wellbeing. In this section, we first unravel how
participants’ recognition of dismissed patient voices in traditional mental healthcare rendered
emotion AI an enticing potential solution to amplify data subjects’ voices. We then describe
participants’ concerns that emotion AI could in practice reduce or remove data subjects’ voices
and their ability to interact with mental healthcare providers altogether, harming data subjects’
agency in mental healthcare processes. By foregrounding data subjects’ perspectives, we show how

3Participants’ responses regarding emotion AI use to amplify data subjects’ voices align with the following factorial vignettes:
using emotion AI in mental healthcare to develop an intelligent computer program to conduct mental health therapy;
inferring moments patients may need emotional support and responding with an intelligent computer program.
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implementing emotion AI to “solve” challenges related to patients’ voices inadequately addresses
this extant issue.

4.2.1 Perceived potential impacts of emotion AI: facilitate data subjects’ mental health information
disclosures. 9.6% of participants (n = 38), 92.1% of whom identified with at least one marginalized
identity, noted difficulties with openly communicating their mental health concerns with their
providers, which emotion AI may help to resolve. P242, a Black woman who reported no mental
health conditions, described how emotion AI systems “could be beneficial if they actually provide
emotional support, [as] it would feel less isolating and maybe like I was being seen if the program
was acknowledging and backing up that my words and expressions actually indicate what I say they
do and not what a medical professional (who is not listening anyway) has decided.” P242’s remarks
highlight foundational issues within mental healthcare regarding how providers often neglect their
patients’ voices and gaslight their concerns [7] (a problem pervasive especially for marginalized
communities and Black folks, in particular [7, 27, 167]), leaving patients feeling unheard, unseen,
and isolated, and potentially resulting in detrimental mental healthcare provisions. Participants
like P242 acknowledged emotion AI as a potential solution to address this problem by legitimating
patient concerns that providers often ignore, if the systems in practice provided meaningful
emotional support and supported data subjects’ voices during mental healthcare processes. As a
result, emotion AI was perceived to potentially promote mental health information disclosures
between mental healthcare patients and their providers by “backing up” the information patients
disclose. However, as the following Section 4.2.2 explores, emotion AI could, in effect, worsen the
problem by dismissing, rather than lifting, patient voices.

4.2.2 Perceived potential negative implications of emotion AI: reduce or remove data subjects’ voices
and interactions with providers. Human voices and interactions are important aspects of healthcare
in general [21, 55]. Some participants perceived how emotion AI use in this domain may threaten the
inclusion of patients’ voices in mental healthcare processes. Previously, in Section 4.2.1, participants
noted that patients’ voices may already be ignored in mental healthcare processes, which emotion
AI could potentially mitigate. However, this section describes participants’ perceptions that emotion
AI could potentially reduce or completely diminish data subjects’ voices and interactions with
mental healthcare providers if providers gave more weight to emotion AI inferences over data
subjects’ own voices and lived experiences.
Dismissing data subjects’ voices due to prioritizing emotion AI inferences. 4.6% of

participants (n = 18), 72.2% of whom identified with at least one marginalized identity, reported
concerns regarding how mental healthcare providers may become heavily reliant on emotion AI
over data subjects’ own voices and lived experiences. P113, a white woman with a mental health
condition, shared that emotion AI could negatively impact her “if doctors place complete confidence
in software and discount the information [she] may tell them if it doesn’t support software.” P113
points to the perceived potential for providers to place more value on emotion AI inferences over
data subjects’ own information regarding their mental health– privileging biomedical expertise
[13, 146] that echoes histories of mental illness patients being discredited, discounted, and gaslit
about their own mental health-related experiences in interactions with providers [27, 167]. To add,
P87, a white man with a mental health condition, stated: “There is a danger then if such systems
become widespread, it will become very difficult to refute their diagnoses,” highlighting a concern that
data subjects would be unable to contest the inferences that providers may take at face value. These
remarks point toward the perceived potential for emotion AI inferences to become an unyielding
point of reference for decisions on data subjects’ mental health, without adequate consideration for
data subjects’ lived experiences in decisions related to their mental health. Participants’ concerns
regarding a reduction in data subjects’ voices relate to other concerns that may surface from
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emotion AI use including implications for the accuracy of mental healthcare provisions (explicated
in Section 4.1.2) and biases in mental healthcare processes (covered in Section 4.1.3) whereby data
subjects lose the ability to dispute the provisions or processes facilitated by emotion AI use.

Diminished interactions with providers in mental healthcare. In addition to data subjects’
voices potentially becoming far removed from mental healthcare processes, 12.9% of participants (n
= 51), 76.5% of whom identified with at least one marginalized identity, also noted the potential for
emotion AI use to reduce or remove interactions between data subjects and providers. P8, a white
man with a mental health condition, stated, “I don’t think it’s a good idea for anyone except whoever’s
building and selling these systems to remove much more of the human from human medicine.” In
other words, the human element (e.g., patient-provider interaction) is a salient aspect of mental
healthcare that, if removed, may only ultimately benefit those who create and profit from the
technology rather than those in need of care and subjected to its use. P8’s belief in the importance
of the human element highlights the need for human involvement in mental healthcare processes
(even as problems with provider-patient interactions may persist), as reducing or supplanting these
processes with emotion AI may consequently lead to harmful mental healthcare provisions. For
example, P152, a white woman who reported no mental health conditions, stated that “relying too
heavily on computer-assisted programs can lead to poor healthcare. It could be tempting to use these
programs to allow providers to step too far back from the process.” P152’s remarks illustrate how
over-reliance on emotion AI could potentially result in “poor healthcare” outcomes and diminished
interactions with providers, which may have implications for inaccurate (described in Section 4.1.2)
or biased (explicated in Section 4.1.3) mental healthcare assessments, diagnoses, and treatments.

Some participants described how specific emotion AI-enabled technology, such as a chatbot that
may augment or replace providers’ involvement in mental healthcare provisions, may produce or
perpetuate harm to data subjects’ mental health. P242 noted that “chatting with a chatbot for mental
health support, that is only capable of providing canned planned responses could causeme to feel isolated,
invisible and lead to depression or self-harm.” P242’s response highlights the potential for emotion AI
interactions that inappropriately respond to emotion inferences to fail to meet data subjects’ mental
health needs and expose them to psychological harm. To add, P50, a white woman with multiple
mental health conditions, reported being “concerned about the human element of mental health
evaluations and treatments getting lost as human beings are social animals and we are better at reading
one another than a computer can ever be. Psychological healing also takes place primarily within
human relationships, not AI chatbots.” P50’s response further underscores the importance of human
interaction to mental healthcare processes, as leaving high-stakes decisions and interpersonal
connections up to algorithmic models and “chatbots” may be harmful and insensitive to data
subjects’ mental health needs. This view reflects previous work on how emotion recognition-
enabled wellbeing interventions are perceived to provide inadequate care fundamentally because
of the lack of human interaction involved [157].
Altogether, participants’ anticipated impacts warn that emotion AI-enabled technologies that

replace human patient-provider interactions (e.g., chatbots) may augment therapeutic interactions
with adequate, non-human automated care to the extent that they become artificial, result in
psychological harms (e.g., feelings of neglect and ill-treatment), and, more fundamentally, reduce
or remove data subjects’ voices and interaction with providers in mental healthcare processes.

4.3 Monitoring data subjects for potential harm
In this section, we highlight participants’ perceptions about emotion AI use for monitoring po-
tential harm toward oneself or others to improve existing harm-prevention efforts – a use case
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commonly proposed in previous work [14, 30, 37, 50, 52, 91, 148, 160, 164, 179]. 4 While participants
acknowledged the potential merits of this use, they also raised significant concerns surrounding
how emotion AI may inaccurately predict self-harm or harm to others, dangerously impacting data
subjects as a result.

4.3.1 Perceived potential impacts of emotion AI: identify potential data subject self-harm or harm
posed to others. 1.5% of participants (n = 6), a striking 83.3% of whom identified with at least
one marginalized identity, acknowledged how emotion AI could be used to monitor and identify
individuals who may harm themselves or others. P322, a white woman with multiple mental
health conditions, mentioned “I think the only way this could work is by possibly monitoring a
dangerous person’s social media, or offering links and hotlines when someone is in need of immediate
support.” P322’s comments underline perceptions that emotion AI would only be useful in this
case if it invasively monitored sites of rich personal data (e.g., social media behavior) which may
offer a unique window into an individual’s intimate thoughts and affairs – an emerging area in
which emotion AI may be used (e.g., digital phenotyping [42, 83]). However, P322’s response also
demonstrates the perceived potential for emotion AI use to intrude on data subjects’ personal lives
outside of mental healthcare and to conflate data subjects’ online activity with potentially harmful
offline behavior that may be inaccurately interpreted as “someone in need of immediate support.”
P279, a white woman with a mental health condition, acknowledged this application may

be beneficial for some individuals, noting that it may “help severely mentally ill people who need
monitoring to stay safe,” but that “otherwise, [emotion AI would be] way too invasive.” P279 highlights
the perceived need to protect other individuals with mental health conditions from potential self-
harm while raising privacy concerns that legitimate the over-surveillance of mentally ill people
to keep them “safe.” Relatedly, prior work on suicide risk prediction on Facebook emphasizes
that real-world implementations of automated harm prevention requires monitoring all users to
effectively identify potential harm [65, 71]. Thus, it is critical to consider how all data subjects’
privacy may be compromised for the purpose of harm prediction and prevention, the willingness of
data subjects to be subjected to such surveillance, and the consequences of potentially inaccurate
and harmful interventions.

4.3.2 Perceived potential negative implications of emotion AI: inaccurate identifications of self-harm
or harm posed to others. Though using emotion AI for harm prevention may alluringly promise data
subjects’ safety, its inferences may be inaccurate and have detrimental impacts on data subjects.
This section draws from responses in Section 4.1.2 where 51.4% of participants (n = 203), 76.8% of
whom identified with at least one marginalized identity, highlighted concern regarding potentially
inaccurate inferences. We note that our qualitative analysis broadly categorized inaccurate emotion
AI inferences as a perceived potential result of emotion AI use. From this analysis, we found that
some participants more specifically highlighted emotion AI’s potential to falsely identify individuals
at risk of harming themselves or others.
P135, a white man who reported no mental health conditions, shared, “I really don’t think they

can [be beneficial]. I can be mad about something and the system may interpret that I will hurt
someone when in reality, I just want to tell someone about what happened.” P135 also shared concerns
he may “involuntarily be subjected to unnecessary help or even restraint if the system concluded
[he] was at risk of hurting someone when in reality, [he] just wanted to vent and it could be over
and done within a few minutes of blowing off steam.” P135’s remarks contest earlier sentiments

4Perceptions of emotion AI use to identify potential self-harm or harm posed to others relate to factorial vignettes that
asked participants about using emotion AI to infer whether patients are at risk of harming themselves and inferring harm
to others.
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in Section 4.3.1 regarding emotion AI as a tool for monitoring and detecting potential harm.
Instead, P135 highlights how through a lack of adequate contextual understanding, emotion AI
may inaccurately identify data subjects in unsafe situations (i.e., conflating venting behavior with
danger and risk) and consequently expose data subjects to harm from inappropriately excessive
responses (e.g., forced “help” or restraint). P193, a white woman who reported no mental health
conditions, shared similar concerns: “If someone is potentially self-harming or wants to commit
suicide, this program may not recognize that. Or it could falsely flag someone as such. Reporting
this to health services could be detrimental to the patient.” P193 raises the question of whether
subjecting data subjects to invasive surveillance methods is warranted if it may fail to identify
at-risk individuals on the one hand, and on the other hand, expresses concern that false inferences
can also be detrimental to the identified individual. Reporting inaccurate harm predictions “to
health services,” for instance, may unjustly lead to police intervention and involuntary commitment
[142, 157] which can result in unjustified physical harm or brutality [147] that disproportionately
impacts marginalized communities [69, 90]. Participants’ concerns also relate to notions of consent
(mentioned in Section 4.4.2) and dismissed data subject voices (referred to in Section 4.2.2) whereby
data subjects may be forced under surveillance without the ability to contest inferences made by
emotion AI and associated interventions.

4.3.3 Perceived potential negative implications of emotion AI: negative wellbeing effects. As a result
of being monitored by emotion AI, 4.6% of participants (n = 18), 83.3% of whom identified with at
least one marginalized identity, anticipated being subjected to emotion AI would negatively impact
their wellbeing. P360, a white transgender person who reported having a mental health condition,
stated that the idea of emotion AI in mental healthcare “makes [them] uncomfortable.” P373, a Black
man who reported no mental health conditions, also said, “continuously using the systems may
cause [him] anxiety,” while P282, a white man who reported no mental health conditions, described
more specifically that emotion AI “could lower self-esteem, frighten, put on the defensive, or otherwise
make matters worse for individuals.” These responses demonstrate the potential for emotion AI-
enabled patient monitoring to induce negative wellbeing effects (e.g., feelings of fear, hypervigilance,
low self-esteem) arising from the surveillance of data subjects’ intimate and personal emotions,
contradicting emotion AI’s purported use to improve wellbeing [123, 126, 134]. We cover related
privacy violations and the harms that may surface from them (e.g., distressing emotional harm that
is caused by privacy violations [34] more comprehensively in Section 4.4.3.

4.4 Involved parties’ understanding and uses of mental health inferences
Various parties are involved in mental healthcare, namely mental healthcare providers who distrib-
ute care provisions; insurance companies who determine access to mental healthcare; academic
researchers who may use mental healthcare data to advance knowledge about mental health; and
patients who are most affected by these parties’ involvement in their mental healthcare. This section
analyzes how participants acknowledged emotion AI inferences to potentially enhance a broader
understanding of mental health, specifically for the benefit of mental healthcare providers and
academic researchers.5 However, this acknowledged emotion AI use highlights the lack of adequate
mental health understanding today, creating an appeal for emotion AI’s promises to enhance such
understanding. Yet, participants expressed their worries regarding the potential for involved parties,

5The perceived potential use of emotion AI for enhancing involved parties’ understanding of mental health is in line with
factorial vignettes that describe the purpose of giving healthcare providers increased understanding about patients through
data-driven insights and to share emotion AI inferences with academic researchers to help them learn more about mental
health, as part of a research partnership.
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including providers and insurance companies, to misuse emotion AI inferences in ways that may
create barriers to accessing (quality) mental healthcare and compromise data subjects’ privacy.

4.4.1 Perceived potential impacts of emotion AI: enhance involved parties’ understanding of mental
health. Mental healthcare requires an understanding of patients’ needs. Due to the complex range
of mental health conditions and symptoms, it is difficult to fully understand and tend to patients’
needs. 9.6% of participants (n = 38), 78.9% of whom identified with at least one marginalized identity,
acknowledged how emotion AI may be used to enhance involved parties’ (i.e., providers and
academic researchers) understanding of mental health, which may allow providers to better tend to
data subjects’ needs and for academic researchers to advance understanding of mental health. P253,
a Black woman, stated that emotion AI “would benefit [me] greatly as having more ways to assess
mental/physical health would give healthcare providers a better understanding of the patients they deal
with,” illustrating a perceived need for resources that aid providers’ understanding of data subjects’
mental health to then provide sufficient care. Additionally, P285, a white man who reported no
mental health conditions, said “They [emotion AI] could provide another way of providing insight
into what is going on with me, or, if being done for research the researcher could help practitioner
better understand some aspect of their practice.” P285 describes how emotion AI inferences could
potentially be used in research to both advance new knowledge about mental health and generate
insights into mental health that would enhance healthcare practitioners’ understanding of and
approach to improving mental healthcare. These perceived emotion AI uses for enhancing involved
parties’ understanding of mental health (which may or may not result in improved care) point to a
deficient understanding of patients’ mental health experiences that currently challenges the state
of mental healthcare.

4.4.2 Perceived potential negative implications of emotion AI: creating barriers to accessing (quality)
mental healthcare. Although emotion AI use is acknowledged to potentially enhance involved
parties’ understanding of mental health broadly, involved parties’ possession of data subjects’
emotion AI inferences may lead to harmful data misuse that may worsen mental healthcare
inaccessibility (reflecting prior work [81, 89]). 4.8% of participants (n = 19), 57.9% of whom identified
with at least one marginalized identity, described how involved parties’ (i.e., providers, insurance
companies) access to emotion AI inferences may hinder data subjects’ mental healthcare quality
and insurance coverage, negatively affecting data subjects’ access to professional medical care. P368,
a Black woman with a mental health condition, shared that “[emotion AI] could cause healthcare
providers to create biases about their clients and even drop them from their system altogether. Deeming
them ‘high risk’ and refusing to cover them.” P368 illuminates concerns that emotion AI inferences
may influence providers’ biases (described in Section 4.2.2), potentially leading to harmful decisions
that limit data subjects’ access to mental healthcare and jeopardize their wellbeing. Similarly, P50, a
white woman with multiple mental health conditions, stated, “As a neurodiverse person with mental
health issues, I worry that the quality of care that I would receive from healthcare providers would
decrease dramatically if this technology was put in place by health providers to cut costs.” These
concerns point to the potential for emotion AI to entrench mental healthcare inequalities, and
may have been shaped by the larger context of healthcare algorithmic systems that determine
risk differently between Black and white patients, with downstream disparate effects on insurance
coverage and costs [9, 27, 132, 153]. Similarly, P117, a multi-racial woman with multiple mental
health conditions, stated that she believed emotion AI “could be misused to limit access to certain
treatments or services” while P51, a Latina with a mental health condition, stated, “This seems like it
could be misused by health insurance companies to decrease client support and increase costs for clients.”
Overall, participants shared concern that underlying profit motives would drive the premature
adoption of potentially harmful emotion AI. Perhaps P159 said it best: “Given the sorry state of AIs,
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the baked-in biases, and the overcapitalization of healthcare, I can only see this being used to deny
service as a means of controlling costs, increasing profits and sold to major ad networks as yet another
profit center without our knowledge or consent.”

These concerns demonstrate the perceived potential for mental healthcare systems and insurance
companies to misuse emotion AI to restrict mental health provisions and increase mental healthcare
costs, economically benefiting these involved parties at the expense of harming data subjects needing
mental health services by making it difficult to afford or access quality care. Furthermore, they
reflect perceived violations of contextual integrity [130] where data subjects’ emotional information
may be inappropriately and detrimentally removed from its intended use for mental healthcare
provisions to facilitate information misuse, and underscore the importance of understanding the
perspectives of people with mental illness(es) concerning how they may be adversely impacted by
emotion AI in the high-stakes context of mental healthcare.

4.4.3 Perceived potential negative implications of emotion AI: intruding on data subjects’ privacy.
Many participants shared concerns about emotion AI violating their privacy. Participants wondered
if and how emotion AI would be regulated and how the data emotion AI collects and infers would be
handled to ensure data subjects’ privacy is protected and secured in practice. Participants described
privacy concerns associated with emotion AI data handling practices and data subjects’ ability to
meaningfully consent to the collection and sharing of their emotional information. Throughout
this section, we map participants’ perceptions of potential privacy intrusions to distinct privacy
harms outlined by Citron and Solove [34].

51.4% of participants (n = 203), 77.8% of whom identified with at least one marginalized identity,
shared concerns about how mental healthcare providers using emotion AI could invade data
subjects’ privacy, leading to myriad privacy harms. P92, a white woman with a mental health
condition, stated, “Sometimes we don’t want to reveal things about ourselves. This would make me
feel very vulnerable and exposed,” pointing to how emotion AI may constrain data subjects’ agency
in exercising whether and to what extent they disclose private and sensitive mental health and
emotion-related information to their provider. P92’s concerns also reflect potential autonomy and
emotional harms associated with emotion AI use in mental healthcare [34] by challenging data
subjects’ freedom to make decisions regarding their own data, including exposing their vulnerable
emotions and personal information to involved parties other than their healthcare provider(s).
Respecting data subjects’ autonomy to reveal their emotional information (or not) is particularly
salient given its sensitivity and vulnerability to abuse [5, 159].
Some participants also asked various questions concerning if and how emotion AI in mental

healthcare would be regulated. P230, a white woman with a mental health condition, asked: “How
will the data be held? Will it be deleted afterward? If sent in for research, how many others will
witness my data?” P230’s questions reflect participants’ considerable privacy concerns surrounding
emotion AI in mental healthcare, including its potential to harm patient autonomy [34] as a result
of opaque and unregulated emotion AI data handling practices.
Even if mental healthcare providers and emotion AI vendors were to implement privacy-

preserving designs and strict security controls, it is important to note that participants remained
concerned about the potential for data leakages. P149, a white man with a mental health condition,
noted: “Even where the healthcare provider is ensuring confidentiality, I think there should be discussion
as to whether such readings could ever be turned over to, or subpoenaed, by law enforcement officials
or courts, and if so, under what specific circumstances,” expressing concern about the potential for
courts and law enforcement to compel healthcare providers to share an individual’s stored emotion
AI data, which is particularly notable given the history of forced hospitalization of those with
mental health conditions [142, 157]. In addition, P345, a non-binary white person with a mental
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health condition, expressed concerns “about the safety of this information [generated by emotion
AI]” and its potential to be commodified if it were “used outside of the healthcare field such as by
advertisers or companies.” Similarly, P265 described: “The [collection of data subjects’] images/videos
are of concern because they may get into the wrong hands or could be used for facial recognition
beyond the supposed purpose. Even if I sign a consent, I do not trust that this information will be used
appropriately and once it gets out into the open you are at a loss. As P265 highlights, data subjects’
emotion AI-generated inferences could be re-purposed and may be leaked to third parties, exposing
patients’ sensitive emotional information “into the open” and outside their control. Despite existing
safeguards that may guarantee higher standards of confidentiality and data protection if emotion
AI is used in clinical settings (e.g., the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 19966)
P149 and P345’s concerns highlight the perceived potential for external data sharing and reuse
beyond the original purpose of adopting emotion AI, and for data leakages (e.g., subpoenas, data
breaches) to expose patients’ sensitive emotional information in invisible and uncontrollable ways.

Potential external emotion AI data sharing and reuse may also involve relationship harms [34] as
the trust between data subjects and their providers may be negatively impacted due to compromised
patient confidentiality associated with emotion AI use. Moreover, the privacy harms implicated by
emotion AI use may extend to individuals beyond the intended data subject. As P149 described:
“There’s also the bystander issue... how would such audio or video recording ensure that other people’s
privacy in my residence was protected?” P149’s concerns point to the potential impact that emotion
AI may have on others’ privacy (e.g., partners, children) that may not be directly monitored by
healthcare providers using emotion AI but whose interpersonal privacy is nonetheless implicated,
and may fall outside the scope of any existing safeguards (i.e., HIPAA) designed to protect individual
patient health information.
In all, participants described their concerns about how involved parties within and beyond the

mental healthcare context may obtain and misuse data subjects’ emotion AI inferences in ways
outside of their intended purpose and the control of data subjects, consequently exposing data
subjects to a range of privacy harms.

5 DISCUSSION
The relational ethics lens we apply to the realm of emotion AI in mental health technologies in this
study surfaced considerable concerns of emotion AI-enabled risk held by participants, from their
perspectives as patients, that challenge leading discourses that credulously assume that emotion
AI’s integration into mental healthcare will benefit patients. By privileging data subjects’ insights
who could be subjected to and most affected by emotion AI use in mental healthcare, our findings
warn that adopting emotion AI can introduce problems that worsen the very challenges it often
promises to solve and do so in ways that could reinscribe the marginalization already experienced
by non-white, minority gender, and mentally ill patients.

As we show, although participants acknowledged the merit of various ways emotion AI use may
improve mental healthcare, they remain concerned that unintended consequences will introduce
new or exacerbate challenges that effectively worsen aspects of mental healthcare: impair, instead
of improve, already inadequate mental health provisions; reduce, instead of enhance, patient voices;
harm, instead of protect, patient safety and wellbeing; and, in the name of promoting enhancements

6The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 or HIPAA is a federal law meant to protect patients’
sensitive health information from disclosures without patients’ consent or knowledge. However, we note that HIPAA does
not cover all digital health applications, even when used in coordination with patients’ healthcare providers, and only
covers certain entities (providers, insurance companies, and business associates). Thus, patients may unwittingly authorize
the disclosure of their personal health information to third parties which may or may not be considered a covered entity,
and thus, not covered by HIPAA [178].
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to mental health understanding, facilitate privacy intrusions and create new barriers to quality
mental healthcare access. Notably, these surfaced concerns were shared by a majority of participants
with at least one marginalized identity along the dimensions of race/ethnicity, gender, and mental
health status – a finding that underscores relational ethics’ utility to center disproportionately
impacted groups to identify and begin to combat algorithmic injustices [17]. While more research
is needed to further investigate how distinct marginalities contribute to patient perceptions of
emotion AI’s impacts, our work nonetheless illustrates that individuals who lack the social power
to make decisions concerning emotion AI’s adoption in mental healthcare do not share the same
enthusiasm for emotion AI as healthcare researchers, practitioners, and technologists.

While participants acknowledged potential emotion AI uses to address or mitigate present mental
healthcare challenges, our results should not be misconstrued for positive attitudes toward emotion
AI itself. Participants’ perceived potential positive emotion AI uses were, in most cases, more closely
tied to a shared agreement that said challenges in mental healthcare exist and need to be addressed
than a shared perception that emotion AI would positively address them. Participants noted that
emotion AI could be beneficial if it facilitated earlier andmore accurate diagnoses (and consequently,
faster access to resources and treatments); if it actually provided interventions patients found to
enhance their agency and be emotionally supportive; if it effectively prevents harm to a degree
that outweighs its compromise to patient privacy. Participants acknowledged potential benefits of
emotion AI because they found the outcome it promised beneficial, not necessarily the means by
which it aims to do so.

In contrast, participants shared deep concerns about emotion AI’s potential to negatively im-
pact mental healthcare. For example, non-white participants expressed concern that variations in
emotional expression across cultures and intersecting identities would not be adequately consid-
ered by emotion AI, leading to inaccurate inferences and discriminatory consequences. Similarly,
transgender participants shared concerns about gender biases in emotion AI. They worried that
its use would have adverse consequences for patients who do not present themselves according
to stereotypical gender norms. These concerns are grounded in existing research showing that
automatic gender classifications often exclude minority genders [97], emotion recognition algo-
rithms are less accurate for non-white groups [79, 153, 196], and more fundamentally, assumptions
made in many algorithmic emotion classification schemes that assume emotions are universally
expressed (despite evidence to the contrary) [10, 56, 173]. In practice, algorithmic choices that fail
to adequately consider variations across dimensions of identity may exacerbate existing health
disparities whereby the only beneficiaries of mental healthcare outcomes associated with accurate
emotion inferences are those for whom algorithmic inferences are more accurate, at the expense of
worsening that same outcome for minoritized groups. Regardless of machine accuracy, the use of
emotion AI would generate troves of additional patient data that non-white, minoritized genders,
and participants with mental illness particularly worried would enable cost-cutting measures and
data sharing practices that would compromise patient privacy and safety and disproportionately
impact the quality and accessibility of mental healthcare for minoritized groups. Even if privacy
policies restrict the sharing of emotional inferences, any stored data could be leaked in data breaches
– a particular concern for patients with mental illness and minoritized genders who may be exposed
to harm if their identifiable information were leaked. Participants’ numerous concerns illustrate
how emotion AI’s integration into mental healthcare in practice could unfairly distribute its poten-
tial benefits to privileged parties while adversely affecting patients in ways that restrict patients’
freedom from bias, negatively impact patients’ welfare, and hinder patients’ autonomy – especially
patients from minoritized communities.

Our use of speculative methods centers the perceptions of emotion AI’s potential data subjects –
including those who may be most at-risk of emotion AI-enabled harms – and privilege their lived
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experiences as their expertise [106]. Thus, our study surfaces how emotion AI’s integration into
mental healthcare threatens to impinge, rather than promote, the “enduring human values” (i.e.,
human welfare, autonomy, freedom from bias) [66] of the individuals who would be subject to and
directly impacted by its implementation. Moreover, our findings present an enormous challenge to
research, development, and design efforts concerned with ensuring that the values of data subjects
targeted by emotion AI are embedded into the technology:What role, if any, can and should emotion
AI play in realizing the future of mental healthcare that patients want, instead of perpetuating what is
wrong with their current realities?

In the following sections, we expand on our findings to guide a justice-oriented approach to this
challenge, describing 1) how proposed emotion AI uses to mitigate existing challenges in mental
healthcare are insufficient techno-solutions that may exacerbate the very problems emotion AI is
implemented to address by introducing harms that may be obscured beneath illusions of progress
toward improving mental healthcare; and 2) how said techno-solutions can further entrench
injustices in mental healthcare by mapping participants’ perceived negative impacts of emotion AI
use to (in)justice frameworks and explicating the implications therein.

5.1 Emotion AI as a techno-solution and an illusion of progress toward improved
mental healthcare

There are a plethora ofmental healthcare challenges that patients and providersmay face concerning
seeking, receiving, and providing mental healthcare in the U.S., respectively. Regarding patients
in particular, prior work describes some major challenges concerning patients’ mental healthcare
provisions [1, 33, 99, 113, 156, 174, 198], patients’ voices and interactions with providers [26,
122, 163, 183], patient self-harm or harm posed to others [14, 37, 148, 160], and involved parties’
understanding and uses of mental health information [80, 89]. Thus, emotion AI is a proposed techno-
solution that mental healthcare systems, involved parties (e.g., providers and technologists) [100],
and, as we show, patients may find appealing to address the aforementioned challenges through
AI’s perceived, yet exaggerated [10, 17, 158], qualities of objectivity and precision. Participants in
our study acknowledged how emotion AI could be incorporated into mental healthcare processes to
potentially “solve” issues of inaccurate, inefficient, and biased mental health assessments, diagnoses,
and treatments; dismissed patient voices in mental healthcare procedures; patient safety; and
involved parties’ insufficient understanding of mental health.
Participants’ perceptions that emotion AI use in mental healthcare may impact data subjects

positions emotionAI as a techno-solution, or a technological intervention that “can unilaterally solve
difficult social problems” [109]. Techno-solutionism relies on four central assumptions – 1) that the
current state of affairs is deficient and that change is inherently positive; 2) that social phenomena
and technological interventions can be seen as discrete; 3) that it is possible to cleanly delineate
between undesirable and desirable social processes; and 4) that the advantages of technological
interventions will be apparent to involved parties [67, 125]. Our findings reflect how emotion data
subjects sometimes perceive AI as a techno-solution to the deficient state of mental healthcare, yet
may be uncritically adopted by involved parties (e.g., technologists, mental healthcare providers, and
insurance companies) in ways that may ignore harms posed to data subjects’ wellbeing, privacy, and
autonomy. Additionally, perceiving emotion AI as a techno-solution implies that underlying issues
in mental healthcare are discrete and solvable via the implementation of technical solutions. By
eliciting participants’ perceptions of emotion AI use’s impacts on data subjects in mental healthcare,
we demonstrate how assumptions that emotion AI can “solve” existing challenges in mental
healthcare (which are held by some participants in our study) may, ultimately, lead to neglecting the
adverse effects of developing and implementing emotion AI on data subjects’ personal and private
emotional data, especially amongst those with marginalized identities. Although participants
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perceived ways emotion AI may tackle existing mental healthcare challenges, they also noted how
emotion AI use may in effect exacerbate these existing issues. Participants highlight that emotion
AI use may increase inaccurate mental health provisions along with providers’ biases; diminish
data subjects’ voices and interactions with providers in mental healthcare processes; inaccurately
identify potential data subject self-harm or harm posed to others; and lead to involved parties’
misuse of emotion AI inferences with consequences to (quality) mental healthcare access and
data subjects’ privacy. These perceived concerns of emotion AI use both 1) highlight the existing
obstacles in mental healthcare including overworked [47, 127] or biased [113, 144] clinicians and
the power dynamics dominating the patient-provider relationship [150] and overall healthcare
domain; and 2) demonstrate the harms that may arise from attempting to solve such challenges
with the techno-solution of emotion AI.

Participants’ perspectives also highlight how emotion AI is not an inherently positive or clearly
desirable technical solution for data subjects as mental healthcare patients. As we demonstrate,
participants perceived emotion AI use in mental healthcare to facilitate and/or exacerbate the very
problems that made emotion AI a potentially alluring techno-solution in the first place. For instance,
some participants perceived how emotion AI-enabled chatbots can serve as a techno-solution that
facilitates poor mental healthcare provisions, restricts patient autonomy, and diminishes patient-
provider interactions which may lead to harmful mental healthcare outcomes and alienating data
subjects, contesting prior work that advocates for the use of chatbots [112, 162, 184]. Thus, while
participants acknowledged emotion AI as a techno-solution to various mental healthcare challenges
(e.g., mitigating overworked, biased, and/or inattentive clinicians and recognize potential (self)
harm), they also described how it may have detrimental repercussions on data subjects’ mental
healthcare at a larger scale such as by worsening mental healthcare provisions (concerning accuracy
and bias), inauthentic care, and harmful opportunities for privacy intrusions and data misuse.
Perhaps most notably, participants called attention to how emotion AI as a techno-solution

may further result in providers ignoring or disregarding data subjects’ voices in mental healthcare
processes, a mental healthcare problem echoed in prior work [26, 122, 156, 163, 183]. As such,
diminishing or eliminating data subjects’ voices, perspectives, and lived experiences from mental
healthcare processes can be detrimental for both data subjects and the healthcare system by
depending on emotion AI use. Diminishing data subjects’ voices can also exacerbate the already
documented problem of medical gaslighting, the bias that reveals itself in interpersonal interactions
between patients and providers. Yet, scholars like Sebring [167] note that medical gaslighting is both
interpersonal and resultant of embedded and historically unchallenged ideologies that undergird
healthcare services. As such, medical gaslighting disproportionately impacts those who have been
“othered” by medical establishments, namely women, transgender, queer, low-income, disabled
people, and people of color [7, 27, 167]. Our findings show that data subjects may experience
new or worsened medical gaslighting if providers apply emotion AI and prioritize its generated
inferences to supplant their patient’s claims regarding their own mental health conditions rather
than involving emotion AI to support data subjects’ own voices in these processes. Thus, medical
gaslighting can also be a form of ontological or epistemic violence wherein biomedical expertise is
privileged over patients’ lived experiences [7].
Using emotion AI as a techno-solution that may adversely diminish data subjects’ voices can

also be troublesome for the healthcare system at large. Past scholarship notes that the inclusion
of “patient voices” in healthcare provisions is crucial as they can help set research and treatment
priorities, communicate the impact of disease, and report patient outcomes [51]. Additionally,
including patients’ voices is integral to the healthcare system’s provisions of “patient-centered”
treatments, which involves 1) patients as partners in the healthcare provision process, 2) providers’
transparency about the processes they use for diagnosis and treatment, 3) providers considering
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the diversity of patient populations, 4) providers considering the desired outcomes that are most
relevant for patients, and 5) patients’ ability to provide data about their own experiences with the
healthcare system [143]. If emotion AI diminishes the “patient voice,” it may preclude healthcare
entities from engaging in patient-centered treatments overall.
However, even where healthcare systems involve data subjects through emotion AI use pro-

cesses, our findings illustrate other various concerns that may arise from emotion AI use as a
techno-solution to mental healthcare challenges. Participants highlighted the perceived potential
for emotion AI to inaccurately identify self-harm or harm being posed to others. Inaccurate identi-
fications may be harmful by risking one’s livelihood and/or involuntarily subjecting data subjects
to harmful interventions, such as police intervention or involuntary commitment [142, 157], which
already disproportionately impact marginalized communities [69, 90]. To add, emotion AI use may
lead to involved parties gaining access to and misusing data subjects’ mental health data in ways
that violate the contextual integrity of disclosures between patients and healthcare providers and
consequently induce various privacy harms [34, 130]. Thus, we argue that emotion AI as a techno-
solution to manifold mental healthcare challenges is an unfit approach that, even with technical or
procedural fixes, may continue to adversely perpetuate the many issues it is set out to solve and that
may be disproportionately felt by marginalized communities. Nonetheless, addressing concerns
in contexts where emotion AI may be implemented requires multiple approaches to preventing
and mitigating potential harm to data subjects that may still be deficient in addressing mental
healthcare problems.

5.2 Injustices stemming from emotion AI use in mental healthcare
To further highlight participants’ perceived impacts of emotion AI use in mental healthcare, we
interpret our findings through the lens of justice frameworks in this section, showing how emotion
AI use may facilitate distributive, procedural, and interactional injustices for data subjects. Justice
frameworks can be used as lenses to understand and expose the deeper, underlying issues with
emotion AI use and how techno-solutionist approaches are unfit to “solve” extant challenges in
mental healthcare.7

Our findings provide valuable insights into how emotion AI use may impose various injustices
that are crucial to further explore and consider during the emotion AI development and adoption.
To add, our methodological choice to oversample for individuals with marginalized identities
magnifies the voices of those who may experience injustices more greatly and otherwise be
disregarded [123, 154, 157, 176, 185, 200]. Throughout our analysis, we noted that a majority of
marginalized participants shared sentiments regarding both acknowledged potential emotion AI
uses to mitigate existing mental healthcare challenges and to exacerbate them, demonstrating how
both present mental healthcare problems and ways emotion AI use may exacerbate them may
indeed be disproportionately felt by marginalized communities.

5.2.1 Distributive injustice. Cook & Hegtvedt [38] define distributive justice as fair allocation of
“valued rewards, resources, rights, obligations, etc. to an array of recipients.” Distributive (in)justice
related to emotion AI use in mental healthcare represents the allocation of material (i.e., assessments,
diagnoses, and treatments) and immaterial (i.e., health and wellbeing conditions) outcomes.
Our findings warn that emotion AI use could adversely affect the mental healthcare patients

receive by facilitating even more inaccurate and biased material outcomes (e.g., mental healthcare
assessments, diagnoses, and treatments) than they already face [1, 33, 99, 113, 156, 174, 198].
Moreover, our findings show how emotion AI might further promote unjust immaterial mental
7We maintain that the justice types reviewed above are practically linked and not necessarily mutually exclusive and, thus,
it is important to consider the intersecting injustices that may arise from emotion AI use.
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health outcomes by implementing surveillance methods that stoke anxiety and fear stemming
from emotion AI’s deep privacy intrusions and that enable third-party (e.g., healthcare systems,
insurance companies, advertisers) misuses of patients’ emotion inferences that expose patients
to privacy harms [34] Thus, our findings indicate that emotion AI use cases to allocate mental
healthcare provisions more efficiently and accurately may effectively exacerbate, rather than
mitigate, distributive injustices for its potential data subjects.

5.2.2 Procedural injustice. Cook & Hegtedt define procedural justice as fair procedures where
“despite what might be perceived as a fair or just distribution of outcomes, the procedures by
which the distribution was arrived at may be defined as unjust or illegitimate” [38]. Procedural
justice often involves “structural features of the decision-making process” [45]. Importantly, unjust
procedures may shape the unjust allocation of resources – although decision-making processes may
be just in a distributive sense, the processes underpinning these distributions may not be.
Participants described how emotion AI use may magnify providers’ biases through emotion

inferences that, reflecting existing demographic stereotypes in its training data, may be less accurate
for marginalized groups. Healthcare providers’ misguided confidence in the inference’s accuracy
and objectivity could then negatively influence providers’ decisions regarding mental healthcare
provisions for patients whose emotion inferences are less accurate. If emotion AI facilitates a fairer
distribution of mental health outcomes for patients (i.e., more accurate and objective information
about patient emotions) through processes involving biased algorithmic predictions that only
advantage socially privileged identities, then this unjust procedure could lead to the unjust allocation
of mental healthcare resources as well.

5.2.3 Interactional injustice. Interactional justice “refers to the quality of the interpersonal in-
teraction between individuals” [45]. Scholars have also described the potential overlap between
procedural and interactional justice but note that procedural justice typically refers to the formal
aspects of a process. Interactional justice refers to more informal, social aspects [45]. Moreover,
some scholarship parses interactional justice into separate but related constructs of interpersonal
(i.e., dignity and respect for persons) and informational (in)justice (i.e., meaningful transparency of
decision-making systems) [35, 117].
Participants shared concern for the potential that providers would take emotion inferences at

face value and prioritize emotion inferences over data subjects’ voices and lived experiences. By
serving as a proxy for patients’ emotional experiences to mediate interactions between providers
and patients, the use of emotion inferences in mental healthcare may negatively impact mental
healthcare provisions by supplanting data subjects’ own feelings and perceptions and by excluding
them from formal mental healthcare procedures. Thus, participants’ concerns about the very use of
emotion inferences to stand in for their emotional experiences reflects how emotion AI’s integration
into mental healthcare can promote interactional injustices that compromise dignity and respect
for persons during mental healthcare provisions.

In sum, situating our findings through justice frameworks demonstrates that using emotion AI
in mental healthcare is a potentially detrimental approach, or “techno-solution,” to addressing data
subjects’ mental health needs and problems plaguing the mental healthcare system (e.g., inadequate
mental healthcare provisions [1, 33, 99, 113, 156, 174, 198], dismissal of patient voices [21, 55]),
which may be especially felt by marginalized communities [17, 123, 154, 157, 176, 185, 200]. As our
findings suggest, implementing emotion AI technology in mental healthcare may adversely result
in exacerbated extant mental healthcare problems. Applying justice frameworks to our findings
further explicates how emotion AI could worsen, rather than alleviate, mental healthcare challenges
in ways that facilitate injustices of mental healthcare patients. While the impulse to “re-design” or
“de-bias” emotion AI through technical means may be an alluring approach, our findings related to
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procedural and interactional injustices suggest that such approaches may, too, be insufficient as they
may only address distributive justice concerns without effectively mitigating other concerns such
as diminished patient voice and potential data misuse. Participants perceptions of potential emotion
AI impacts in mental healthcare bring forth the salience of data subjects’ perspectives to inform
considerations (including those of involved parties such as providers and technologists) around
emerging technologies such as emotion AI and to consider how technological implementations
may induce tremendous harm to data subjects.

6 CONCLUSION
Emotion AI is increasingly infiltrating many aspects of our lives, including mental healthcare.
This paper draws from a qualitative analysis of open-ended responses to survey questions (n =
395) to investigate data subjects’ perceptions of impacts that may emerge from emotion AI use
in mental healthcare. Our analysis exposed various existing mental healthcare challenges that
participants perceived emotion AI use may address and exacerbate. We found that participants
perceived emotion AI use in mental healthcare to potentially impact data subjects by 1) addressing
inadequate mental healthcare assessments, diagnoses, and treatments; 2) facilitating data subjects’
mental health information disclosures; 3) identifying potential data subject self-harm or harm
posed to others; and 4) enhancing involved parties’ understanding of mental health. We complicate
these perceived possibilities by highlighting participants’ perceptions about ways that emotion
AI use may negatively impact data subjects by exacerbating the same issues they were purported
to solve: 1) increasing inaccurate assessments, diagnoses, and treatments along with providers’
biases; 2) reducing or remove data subjects’ voices and interactions with providers in mental
healthcare processes; 3) inaccurately identifying potential data subject self-harm or harm posed to
others with implications for negative wellbeing effects; 4) involved parties’ misusing of emotion
AI inferences with consequences to (quality) mental healthcare access and data subjects’ privacy.
Thus, participants’ perspectives provide valuable insight into how emotion AI may not be a desired
technical solution in mental healthcare, as perceived emotion AI uses are marked with a number of
potential harms that may impact data subjects, especially those who hold marginalized identities.
This work contributes to a growing body of work regarding emotion AI’s societal and ethical

implications by examining data subjects’ perspectives in the high-stakes context of mental health-
care. While prior work examines data subjects’ attitudes in other contexts, attitudes are highly
context-dependent and mental health is a pressing social and public health matter. We argue that
emotion AI use is a techno-solution that provides an illusion of improved mental healthcare, and
we show how its use is imbued with distributive, procedural, and interactional injustice, especially
for marginalized data subjects. We urge future work to consider the harms that may arise from the
development and deployment of emotion AI, which engaging with data subjects illustrates.
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A FACTORIAL VIGNETTES FOR THE HEALTHCARE CONTEXT
The 14 purposes for which emotion AI may be deployed and informed our survey design are bolded.
The 14 purposes were repeated twice to vary by two ways providers may automatically detect
patients’ emotional state, resulting in 28 factorial vignettes which are included below.
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(1) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
inferring the mental health state of patients. Inferences of an individual’s mental
health will not be made; only at a group level.

(2) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how
you say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) from a microphone, such as your
heart rate to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your
daily activities and device use, for the purpose of inferring the mental health state of
patients individually.

(3) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
diagnosing mental illness in patients earlier than otherwise possible.

(4) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
diagnosing neurological disorders, such as dementia or ADHD, in patients earlier
than otherwise possible

(5) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
inferring patients in need of wellbeing support.

(6) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
developing an intelligent computer program, such as a chat bot, that can conduct
mental health therapy with patients, including you. Your information would be
used to help test and train this program.

(7) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional state(s)
based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of inferring
moments patients may be in need of emotional support, and responding with an
intelligent computer program designed to help patients improve their wellbeing,
such as offering wellbeing tips.

(8) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
sharing that information with academic researchers to help them learn more about
mental health, as part of a research partnership.
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(9) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose
of giving healthcare provider(s) increased understanding about patients through
data-driven insights.

(10) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
automatically alerting your healthcare provider(s) when patients may need support,
including you.

(11) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
inferring whether patients are at risk of harming themselves.

(12) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
inferring whether patients are at risk of harming others.

(13) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose
of avoiding human judgment and subjectivity present in ways patients typically
provide this information, such as a self-report or through observation by your
healthcare provider(s).

(14) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses records of what you say (either verbally or written/typed) and how you
say it (such as your speed or tone when saying it) to automatically infer your emotional
state(s) based on information from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of
assessing the overall health of individual patients.

(15) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions, to
automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities and
device use, for the purpose of inferring the mental health state of patients. Inferences
of an individual’s mental health will not be made; only at a group level.

(16) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions„
such as your heart rate to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information
from your daily activities and device use, for the purpose of inferring the mental health
state of patients individually.

(17) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
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and device use, for the purpose of diagnosing mental illness in patients earlier than
otherwise possible.

(18) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of diagnosing neurological disorders, such as dementia
or ADHD, in patients earlier than otherwise possible

(19) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of inferring patients in need of wellbeing support.

(20) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of developing an intelligent computer program, such
as a chat bot, that can conduct mental health therapy with patients, including you.
Your information would be used to help test and train this program.

(21) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of inferring moments patients may be in need of
emotional support, and responding with an intelligent computer program designed
to help patients improve their wellbeing, such as offering wellbeing tips.

(22) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of sharing that information with academic researchers
to help them learn more about mental health, as part of a research partnership.

(23) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions, to
automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities and
device use, for the purpose of giving healthcare provider(s) increased understanding
about patients through data-driven insights.

(24) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of automatically alerting your healthcare provider(s)
when patients may need support, including you.

(25) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of inferring whether patients are at risk of harming
themselves.

(26) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of inferring whether patients are at risk of harming
others.
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(27) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of avoiding human judgment and subjectivity present
in ways patients typically provide this information, such as a self-report or through
observation by your healthcare provider(s).

(28) As a patient, rate your willingness to be the target of a software used by your healthcare
provider(s) that uses images or video of what you look like, based on your facial expressions,
to automatically infer your emotional state(s) based on information from your daily activities
and device use, for the purpose of assessing the overall health of individual patients.
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B OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
(1) In what ways, if any, do you think these systems could benefit you? Please describe and

provide examples and as much detail as you are comfortable with.
(2) In what ways, if any, do you think these systems could harm you or have other undesired im-

pacts on you? Please describe and provide examples and as much detail as you are comfortable
with.

(3) What other concerns, if any, do you have about these systems? Please describe and provide
examples and as much detail as you are comfortable with.

(4) In what ways, if at all, do aspects of who you are (for example, your race/ethnicity, gender,
sexuality, employment status, class, education, mental health conditions, physical health
conditions, or any other features of your identity) shape your responses to the use of computer
programs to infer your emotional states?
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C BREAKDOWN OF THE SAMPLE INCLUDED IN THIS PAPER

Sample Number of participants, n
Representative sample 289

Mental health oversample* 37
Gender oversample**

Trans 6
Non-binary 26

Trans, non-binary 2
Race/ethnicity oversample***

African-American or Black 11
Asian-American 1

East Asian 2
Hispanic or Latino/a/x 11

Indigenous American or First Nations 1
Multi-racial 9

Total participants 395
Table 3. Full breakdown of the sample included in this paper.

*Participants were asked “Please describe your mental health status. Select all the apply.” to the
following options: I have a mental health condition and it has not been formally diagnosed; I have
a mental health condition that has been formally diagnosed; I am being treated for a mental health
condition, and that treatment includes medication; I am being treated for a mental health condition,
not with medication; I do not have a mental health condition; I used to have a mental health condition
and I no longer do; I have multiple mental health conditions. Some are diagnosed, some are not; I have
multiple mental health conditions. I take medication for some, and do not for others.
**Participants were asked “Please describe your gender. Select all that apply.” to the following

options:Woman; Man; Trans; Non-binary; Prefer not to disclose; Prefer to self-describe (open-ended
textbox). These options were selected according to [172].
***Participants were asked “Please describe your race/ethnicity. Select all that apply.” to the

following options: African; African-American or Black; Asian-American; East Asian; Hispanic or
Latino/a/x; Indigenous American or First Nations; Middle Eastern; South Asian; Southeast Asian; White;
Not listed; please specify (open-ended textbox); Prefer not to answer.
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D BREAKDOWN OF PARTICIPANTS’ DEMOGRAPHICS
*Participant age ranges were provided by the recruitment service Prolific and validated with a
prescreening survey questions that asked participants’ year of birth.

**Participants were asked “Please indicate your current employment status. Select all that apply.”
to the following options: Employed Full-Time; Employed Part-Time; Looking for work; Not in the paid
workforce (retired, full-time caregiving, full-time student, etc); Other (open-ended textbox)

***Participants were asked “What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest
degree you have received?” to the following options: No formal school; Some grade school; High
school graduate (high school diploma or equivalent including GED); Some college; Technical, vocational,
or trade school; Associate degree in college (2-year); Bachelor’s degree in college (4-year); Master’s
degree; Professional degree (JD, MD); Doctoral degree

****Participants were asked “Please describe your mental health status. Select all that apply” to
the following options: I have a mental health condition and it has not been formally diagnosed; I have
a mental health condition that has been formally diagnosed; I am being treated for a mental health
condition, and that treatment includes medication; I am being treated for a mental health condition,
not with medication; I do not have a mental health condition; I used to have a mental health condition
and I no longer do; I have multiple mental health conditions. Some are diagnosed, some are not; I have
multiple mental health conditions. I take medication for some, and do not for others

Received January 2023; revised July 2023; accepted November 2023
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Demographics Number of participants, n
Gender

Woman 202
Man 364

Non-binary 34
Trans 11

Race/ethnicity
African 5

African-American or Black 62
Asian-American 27

East Asian 27
Hispanic or Latino/a/x 39

Indigenous American or First Nations 8
Middle Eastern 3

Not listed 7
South Asian 2

Southeast Asian 5
White 269

Age*
18-24 96
25-34 83
35-44 61
45-54 50
55-64 58
65+ 45

Employment status**
Employed full-time 176
Employed part-time 61

Not in the paid workforce 100
Looking for work 47

Other 25
Highest level of education or degree completed***

Some grade school 2
High school graduate 52

Some college 97
Technical, vocational, or trade school 5

Associate degree in college 41
Bachelor’s degree in college 115

Master’s degree 64
Professional degree 14
Doctoral degree 5

Mental health status****
Current or past lived experience with mental illness 198

Does not have current or past lived experience with mental illness 197
Table 4. Note: Some percentages may add up to more than our sample number of 395 because participants
could be in multiple gender and race/ethnicity categories and experiencing more than one employment event
at once. Additionally, 3 participants did not report their age.
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